




FLORJAN

The Florjan sofa is an ergonomically and functionally perfected 
suite, which is based on the users' needs. Its headrest provides 
additional support for the cervical vertebrae and the head. By 
simply pulling the seat, this specifically designed three-seat sofa 
(3P) enables users to rest and relax comfortably. The Florjan sofa 
also contains another functional element (3PV), which allows for 
a good night's sleep.
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Explanation of dimensions
A Measurements marked in 
sales catalogues
B Dimensions not marked in 
sales catalogues, always shorter 
than A
X Difference between A and B 
which results in an open space 
due to ergonomic solutions and 
inclinations

Self-standing elements
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Left-side elements Middle elements Right-side elements

Recommended sofa systems

Futon, approx.  
180x75

Futon, approx.  

Futon, approx.  

Futon, approx.  Futon, approx.  Futon, approx.  

Futon, approx.  

Futon, approx.  

Futon, approx.  

Bed, approx. 140x190

Bed, approx. 140x200

Bed, approx. 140x200

Bed, approx. 140x200

Spring core 

Legs' colour: wenge, cherry, natural

Due to specific materials and constructions, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 5%.

Zig-zag spring

Legs – wood, 100 mm Legs – metal, 100 mm

Futon, approx.  Futon, approx.  



This model will always be trendy due to its clean and simple lines. 
It also boasts a great deal of functionality, as its wide armrest 
contains an inbuilt wooden shelf which can be pulled out in order 
to place smaller objects on it. This three-seat sofa can be 
transformed into a comfortable bed quite easily – the seat is 
pulled out and the backrest is then reclined into a horizontal 
position. This sofa-bed is perfect due to its size and comfort 
provided by a high-quality cold-cast foam and bed slats. The 
LUNA sofa also features contemporary designed coordinated 
details, such as metal legs and the metal finish of the shelf.
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Recommended sofa systems

Latoflex

-Shelf and legs: metal or wooden, black or natural colour

-The sofa can be produced with decorative fabrics supplied by the customer, 

  provided that the material composition is 100% Polyethersulfone (PES).

-Elements can be shortened; in this case the price of the type system increases by 15%.

-Due to specific materials, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 3%.

-Seat height: 42 cm

Self-standing elements

Left-side elements Middle elements Right-side elements

Bed, approx. 160x200 Bed, approx. 160x200

Bed, approx. 160x200



This sofa offers the largest number of potential combinations 
and dimensions. The basic elements are produced in four 
different sizes or lengths: S, M, L and XL. The 2P element has a 
pull-out function which increases the depth of the seat by 
approximately 20 cm, thus allowing for a comfortable rest. The 
sofa can be finished with three different armrests with a width 
ranging from 8 to 16 centimetres.
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Self-standing elements

Futon,
 approx.
 180x75

Futon,
 approx.
 180x75

Futon,
 approx.
 180x75

Futon,
 approx.
 180x75

Bed, 
approx. 
140x190

Bed, 
approx. 
140x190

Bed, 
approx. 
140x190

Bed, 
approx. 
140x190

Left-side elements Middle elements Right-side elements

Armrests

Type Type Type Spring core 
-This sofa can only be produced in monochrome fabrics.
-It is possible to choose different levels of seat hardness (price remains unchanged), 
  i.e. SOFT or double spring.
-It is possible to choose different armrests (price remains unchanged).
-Due to specific materials, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 3%.

Legs' colour: black, cherry, natural Legs – wood, 120 mm
Legs – metal, 120 mm

Zig-zag spring



The ROMA sofa is distinguished for its clean and classic lines, 
which are livened up by its metal legs. The sofa allows for a 
comfortable sitting, since spring cores and elastic foam 
incorporated in the seat provide optimal ergonomic qualities. 
The sofa elements are 83 centimetres deep, which means that it 
can also be placed in smaller rooms.
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SOFA

Recommended sofa systems

Due to specific materials, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 3%.

Legs – metal, 100 mm

Self-standing elements

Left-side elements Right-side elements



This sofa boasts a contemporary design and shape. The 
mechanism built into the sofa is extremely easy to use and 
enables the users to transform the STEP sofa from a corner suite 
into a large and comfortable bed.
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SOFA

Due to specific materials, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 3%.

Zig-zag spring

Corner system in different positions

Left-side elements Right-side elements

Bed, approx. 160x200

Bed, approx- 140x180



The VESNA sofa features all the functionalities which allow its 
users to feel great even after having sat on the sofa for several 
hours. This is possible due to its ergonomically designed higher 
backrest with an inbuilt lumbar support, which supports the 
spine and thus alleviates the pressure on intervertebral discs, 
which often cause severe or moderate pain in the lower back. It 
also features a higher seat (45 cm) which provides for a more 
comfortable sitting and getting up.
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Self-standing elements

Left-side elements Right-side elementsMiddle elements

Bed, 
approx. 
140x190

Bed, 
approx. 
140x190

Seat height: 45 cm

Spring core Zig-zag spring

Due to specific materials, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 3%.



This couch features a contemporary shape and design. Its inbuilt 
mechanism is extremely easy to use and allows the users to 
transform this three-seat couch into a large and comfortable 
bed.

TOM COUCH

TOM 
COUCH
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SOFA

TOM COUCH

Self-standing elements

83

44

Zig-zag spring

Due to specific materials, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 3%.



The JAKOB recliner is smaller and thus extremely appropriate to 
replace an armchair with a footstool in a conventional suite. It is 
designed to ease leg and back pains. This is possible due to its 
construction, which enables both sitting and lying, thus 
alleviating the pressure on the entire body. The difference 
between JAKOB and other recliners available on the market can 
be found in the hardness of its padding and the S-shape 
construction of the back rest (mimicking the shape of the spine), 
which has a soothing effect on everyone suffering from frequent 
pain in the lumbar area.

Due to its mechanism for reclining the backrest, seat and front 
panel, the RELAKS recliner provides four extremely comfortable 
positions. It enables its users to sit comfortably in the first 
position, while the second and third positions allow a half-
seated posture suitable for watching the television and resting. 
The fourth position enables its users to lie down, as the backrest 
can be reclined into a horizontal position and a raised front panel 
provides sufficient space for legs, which are thus in the same 
level as the heart.
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Zig-zag spring

Due to specific materials, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 3%.
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The TOMY chair is an ergonomic product designed to be used 
while working on laptops and tablets, but it can also be used for 
reading and relaxing. It has an interesting shape, does not take 
up a lot of room and can be easily stored away. It is made out of 
foam and can thus be easily moved around. It also features a 
removable microfiber cover, which can be washed at lower 
temperatures. When produced in a combination of two colours, 
the TOMY chair can be an even more attractive element in your 
living room or children's room. An ever greater number of 
customers also use it in their business premises.



Lumbar support

Due to specific materials, all dimensions can deviate by +/- 3%.

The TOMY chair is an ergonomic product designed to be 
used while working on laptops and tablets, but it can also 
be used for reading and relaxing. It has an interesting 
shape, does not take up a lot of room and can be easily 
stored away. It is made out of foam and can thus be easily 
moved around. It also features a removable microfiber 
cover, which can be washed at lower temperatures. When 
produced in a combination of two colours, the TOMY chair 
can be an even more attractive element in your living room 
or children's room. An ever greater number of customers 
also use it in their business premises.
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TOMY chair




